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WALK THOUGH THE RED
EXPERIENCE A TRADITIONAL CHINESE WEDDING CEREMONY AS A BRIDE
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The bride comes to the wedding location, the bridegroomʼs family home, 
carried in a litter. After her arrival, the bride will walk across a red carpet 
to enter the wedding building.

Wedding Seden

Red Lantern

Paper-cutting 

THE RITUAL BEFORE THE CEREMONY  

Red Carpet

THE ACTUAL WEDDING CEREMONY

The parents sit on a chair covered with a Cai 
Cover. The bride and the groom kneel on the
Fu Cushion to kowtow three times - once to
worship the heavens, once for their parents, 
and once for their spouse.

Fu (luck) Cushion

Brazier

Saddle

Cai (rich) Cover
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The bride will be sent to the bridal chamber to wait for 
the groom with her head covered by a red scarf.  Later, 
he will come to the bridal chamber and the couple will 
drink wine with linked arms. The wedding ritual is 
finished by consummation in the bridal chamber.
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Wedding Comforter

Waiting the groom in the bridal chamber

The actual wedding ceremony

Arrive in a sedan and walk the red carpet

Stride by the brazier

Cross through the saddle

Marriage Couplet
Apples

Wedding Curtain

Credit: Yulin Yu

In Chinese tradition,People regard “red” as a color of life, happiness, warmth, and auspiciousness and use 
it to bring luck in the  wedding ceremony. During the day of marriage, the bride will become the major 
character to perform the different ritual in various location to bring luck to their marriage and family.  

Source: Chinese Historical & Cultural Project
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The saddle represents peacefulness. 
People also liked to place an apple 
on the saddle; as apples are also 
considered a symbol of peace.

Traditional Chinese people believed that walking past the 
brazier could bring luck to their family, since the brazier 
can represent grace and energy.


